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Résumé : 
La construction de sources synchrotron de rayons X a permis l’étude in situ et en temps réel des 
matériaux sous chargements mécaniques et/ou transformation de phase. Ces expériences produisent des 
milliers de diagrammes de diffraction 2D dont l’analyse n’est pas triviale car elles résultent de l’effet 
conjugué des défauts microstructuraux, des contraintes internes et des chargements mécaniques. La 
modélisation numérique des diagrammes de diffraction est donc nécessaire. Elle consiste à évaluer les 
champs mécaniques (champs de déformations ou de déplacements) dans un matériau et à générer les 
diagrammes théoriques correspondant à cet état de contraintes. La précision de cette modélisation est 
liée à celle de la méthode numérique utilisée pour calculer les champs mécaniques.  Pour simuler les 
diagrammes théoriques, nous utilisons une méthode micromécanique basée sur l’algorithme FFT pour 
calculer le champ de déplacements dans un matériau de structure périodique. Pour améliorer la 
précision de cette méthode, nous introduisons un opérateur de Green discret et une méthode de sous-
voxélisation pour la suppression des oscillations numériques et des artéfacts numériques. Nous 
montrons l’effet de ces défauts numériques sur les diagrammes de diffraction et appliquons le modèle 
pour étudier des cas de référence comme des boucles de dislocations parfaites et partielles, ou encore 
une répartition aléatoire de boucles de dislocations. 
Abstract: 
Synchrotron X-ray now allows to study in situ and in real time the mechanical behavior of materials 
under loading and/or phase transformation. Such experiments result in thousands 2D diffraction 
patterns. However, the analysis of these images is not an easy task because they are sensitive to 
microstructural defects, internal stresses and applied load. An alternative method to complete this study 
is the forward modeling of the diffraction patterns. In this numerical method, we first need to compute 
the mechanical fields (strain or displacement fields) in a deformed material. The computed field is then 
used to generate theoretical X-ray diffraction peaks, which are compared to experimental results. The 
quality of the forward modeling method strongly depends on the accuracy of the numerical method used 
to compute the mechanical fields. In the present paper, a micromechanical method based on the FFT 
algorithm is used to compute the displacement field. To improve this spectral method, we develop a 
discrete Green operator to suppress numerical oscillations and a sub-voxelization method to remove 
artifacts on the displacement field. Throughout numerical examples, we show the effect of these 
numerical defects on the simulated peaks and finally our numerical model is used to study some 
reference cases such as perfect or faulted dislocation loops, or a random distribution of dislocation 
loops. 
 
Mots clefs : Transformée de Fourier rapide, Opérateur de Green, sous-
voxélisation, simulation de pics de diffraction. 
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1 Introduction  
Since the advent of powerful synchrotron X-Ray sources and fast 2D X-Ray detectors, in situ 
experiments on materials during phase transformations or mechanical testing [1–5]  result in terabytes 
of data (i.e. tens of thousands of images). These data need to be processed in order to retrieve useful 
information on the material’s state. However, while the relation between the variations of diffraction 
peaks positions (the 2θB Bragg angle) can be related to variations in average strain, the effect of the 
microstructure (size of the diffraction volumes, defect content… ) on the peaks shapes (width, slope…) 
is less obvious and can be known only in simple cases [6–8]. An alternate possibility called forward 
modeling is to compute the elastic fields (strain, displacement) expected from a representative volume 
of material with a given microstructure and stress state, then to generate theoretical diffraction peaks 
and compare those with experimental ones [9–14]. As several material parameters (defect density, 
phases and stress distribution…) need to be considered and a real microstructure may be quite complex, 
this is a computer intensive technique, and its practicability depends on the accuracy and the efficiency 
of the numerical method used to compute the mechanical field.  
Numerical methods based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are increasingly used to compute 
mechanical fields in a material with a periodic and voxelized microstructure [15–19]. These spectral 
methods have many advantages: they are easy to implement, they have a good accuracy and the 
computational time is low compared to the Finite Element Method (FEM) for a same number of degrees 
of freedom. They were introduced by Moulinec and Suquet [15,16] to compute the effective mechanical 
behavior of linear elastic composites and are currently used for many mechanical problems. However, 
the computed elastic fields exhibit numerical oscillations close to discontinuities such as phase 
boundaries or dislocation loops [15,20]. As seen below, such oscillations result in phantom peaks in the 
simulated diffracted intensity, which may mask real physical effects. 
These oscillations have three sources: the classical Gibbs phenomenon, aliasing and microstructure 
voxelization. Unfortunately, they cannot be smoothed out by simple techniques such as the use of low 
pass filters, as these would add other phantom peaks. 
In the present paper, we show that unwanted oscillations can be removed by using both a modified 
discrete Green operator in the computation of the elastic fields and a “sub-voxelization” method to 
remove the voxelization effect [20,21]. We then show the effect of these corrections on the computed 
diffraction intensities for a f.c.c. material containing a single perfect or faulted dislocation loop.  
 
2 FFT modeling of diffraction peaks 
Under kinematical conditions and assuming a coherent beam, the amplitude of a diffracted wave at a 
position     +    in the vicinity of a reciprocal  lattice vector is [9,10,22–24] :  
 
              = 	
 × ,  ×  −2  ∙               (1) 
 
where  is the position of the scattering atom,  is the amplitude of the incident electromagnetic 
wave, ,  is the local structure factor and  the displacement field.  The scattered intensity is 
= ||.  
 
In order to compute the displacement field, we take the material as a periodic repetition of a cubic 
Representative Volume Element divided in n3 voxels (we usually take n =512.). In this paper, for 
simplicity we assume linear homogeneous elasticity with an eigenstrain field  ∗and a homogeneous 
linear elastic stiffness tensor  . Using the Green’s function technique, the displacement field due to 
eigenstrains is given at every position by (see e.g. [25]):  
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 = ! + "# ∗  $: ∗&                     (2) 
! is an imposed displacement field (which is not considered in the paper), the symbol ∗ denotes the 
spatial convolution product and  # is the third order Green operator associated with periodic boundary 
conditions. The first term will define the average diffraction peak position and the second the distribution 
of the scattered intensity around this position.  In Fourier space this equation becomes: 
 
'() =  #*): +$: ,∗* )                               (3) 
 
The Fourier transform  #*   of  #  is given as function of the Fourier transform of the elastic Green function 
*  by [25]: 
-./012 = / "3./041 + 3./140&                     (4) 
 
The eigenstrain tensor ,∗ can be due to local variations of the lattice parameter (different phases or an 
uneven distribution of impurities) and to crystal defects such as dislocations loops. In this paper, we 
focus on the latter as they involve displacement discontinuities.  A dislocation loop is voxelized as a 
planar, one voxel thick, transformed platelet surrounded by the dislocation. The eigenstrain is 
homogeneous within the voxel volume, which must be much larger than the lattice cell volume. The 
eigenstrain tensor of the transformed voxels is given by [26,27]:  
 
5/0∗ = 67 "8/90 + 809/&                              (5) 
 
where "86,8, 8:&  are the Miller indices of the plane which has slipped by a relative amount ;96,9, 9: 
and < is the voxel size. 
 
3 Improvement of the displacement field computation 
3.1 Discrete Green operator for displacement field 
 
Let us consider a rectangular dislocation loop perpendicular to the z-axis with a Burgers vector ;0, 0,
9: in a homogeneous isotropic material  ( Young’s modulus  > = 333.4 3BC and the Poisson ratio D =
0.26.).  This approximately corresponds to the room temperature elastic constants of a single crystalline 
Ni-based Superalloy. The dislocation loop is a square-shaped inclusion with an eigenstrain tensor 
defined as: /0∗ = 0  except  ::∗ = 1.    The unit cell is discretized in 128 × 128 × 128 voxels and the 
platelet inclusion size for the dislocation is 32 × 32 × 1.  Figure 1 (left) shows the displacement fields 
along z-axis due to this dislocation loop.  
Some oscillations appear close to the dislocation loop. These numerical oscillations can be related to the 
aliasing phenomenon. Numerical examples show that these numerical oscillations are due to the classical 
Green operator used in the initial method [15,16]. To correct these numerical oscillations, we develop a 
new expression #* H of the Fourier transform of the Green’s operator using an efficient discretization of 
the real space [20]:  
#* H"4/01& = /01 I
−1JKLKM
NO + 
1
8O + P
1
O + Q #*4JRK/,LRK0,MRK1
KS
J,L,MTUS
          6   
 
                                                 With           /01 = VRWX
: Y8 V/WR X Y8 V
0W
R X Y8 V
1W
R X 
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The discrete #* H"4/01& operator used to compute the displacement field as well as the discrete Z. H"4/01& 
operator [20] used to compute the strain field have nearly the same form as the discrete Z. H"4/01&’ operator 
reported by Brisard and Dormieux [28]. They are both modulated by Sinc functions but in [28] the Sinc 
functions are squared because these authors used the Hashin-Shtrikmann variational principle, which is 
different from our integral formulation. 
 
Figure 1 (right) shows the displacement field computed using the proposed discrete Green operator (for 
N = 8 =  ∈ 
−21,20. The numerical oscillations are removed.  
 
 
 
 
Figure1 Displacement field due to a rectangular dislocation loop. On the left, the displacement field is computed 
using the classical Green operator and on the right side, the displacement field is computed using the proposed 
discrete Green operator. The oscillations are suppressed. The center point was also shifted by 9 2⁄ . 
 
3.2 Sub-voxelization 
Let us now consider a hexagonal dislocation loop with a Burgers vector ; = ] 
01^1 lying in a 111 
slip plane of a f.c.c. crystal. The material is discretized in 512 × 512 × 512 voxels. This hexagonal 
dislocation loop consists of two screw dislocation segments and six 60° dislocation segments. Figure 
(2a) shows the displacement field along a line in the z direction crossing the dislocation loop. The 
displacement is zero in the voxel ri belonging to the dislocation loop (it should be ± a.), and oscillates 
in the neighboring voxels … ri-3, ri-2, ri-1, ri+1, ri+2, ri+3…. These damped oscillations obviously result from 
the voxelization of the dislocation loop plane (figure (2c)), and would disappear at these points for a 
finer discretization 512 × m: (figure (2d)). We can thus define a “patch” ∆1"rP − r& which is the 
difference between the k component of the displacement computed with a 512 × m: grid and the 
initial 512: grid: 
 
∆1"rP − r& = e1fga"rP − r& − e1/L/h"rP − r&                     (7) 
 
The computation method for ∆1 is detailed in Eloh et al. [21]. The correction is finite for voxels in the 
neighborhood of r0 and negligible at far distances. The total correction is then the convolution of ∆1 
(including a  a shift) and the voxelated eigenstrain field. The result is shown in figure (2b): the 
displacement field exhibits a jump of size 9 = C 2⁄  at the dislocation loop plane. It is now continuous 
modulo a crystal lattice vector, and the phase shift  ∙ ∆ (equation (1)) is an integer number. 
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Figure 2 :  (a) Displacement field due to a hexagonal dislocation loop showing artifacts close to the dislocation 
loop. These artifacts result from the voxelisation of the dislocation loop represented in (c). Mimicking a finer 
voxelisation (d), we computed a patch ∆1 which supresses these artifacts. The corrected displacement field is 
represented in (b). 
 
4 Numerical simulations: perfect and faulted dislocation 
loops 
4.1 Perfect hexagonal dislocation loop 
In order to test the result of the above corrections, we compute the intensity of the (200) diffraction 
peak of a representative volume (size: 1μN: divided into 512: voxels) containing a single 
dislocation loop with a 9 = ] 
1^10 Burgers vector lying in a 111 slip plane shown in figure 3. 
Each segment is  36√2 512⁄ μN long. The corresponding dislocation density is ~6 × 1066NU. 
 
c d 
a b 
u
1/b
1 
u
1/b
1 
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Figure 3: Hexagonal loop (i.e. transformed platelet) lying in a (111) plane of a f.c.c. crystal used for diffraction 
peaks simulation. 
 
The 3D distribution of the diffracted intensity is reported on Figure 4 with an arbitrary logarithmic scale 
in the 01^1 (a) and 111 (b) planes containing the (256,256,256) voxel with maximum intensity (about 
1016). The total scattered intensity scales as 5126. Line 0, 1, and 2 respectively show the peak computed 
with the classical operator, the present discrete operator (eq. (6)), and after the patch correction (eq. (7) 
and Fig. 2(b)). 
All three peaks share common features: an asymmetric high intensity zone surrounding the central voxel, 
and low intensity streaks along the 
111 direction (0a, 1a, 2a) and the 
21^1^, 
1^21^, and 
1^1^2 
directions (0b, 1b, 2b): each dislocation segment along a 〈110〉 direction in the loop plane generates a 
linear highly distorted zones,  and the corresponding (Fourier transformed) scattered intensity is 
distributed in the orthogonal n110o plane which intersects the 01^1 plane along 
111 and the 111 
plane along a  〈211〉 direction. The scattered intensity exhibits oscillations parallel (a) or perpendicular 
(b) to the streaks.  Simulations with different loop sizes (not represented here) showed that the period of 
these oscillations varies as the inverse of the loop size.  
A salient feature of figures 4(C) and 4(C6) is a strong streak in direction 
111 surrounded by 
oscillations. In figure 4(C), its intensity is increasing with increasing distance from the center with a 
maximum in the vicinity of voxel (512,512,512). The intensity is lower and slowly decreasing in figure 
4(C6). On the contrary, the intensity is strongly decreasing in figure 4( C). Two phantom peaks are also 
visible in figures 4(9) and 4(96). The authors believe these features are due to a parasitic scattered 
amplitude resulting from a surface “defect” i.e. fast oscillations of the displacement field in the loop 
plane and its immediate vicinity: these are oscillations resulting from the classical Green operator and 
from the voxelization and the point at position r/.  
 
4.2 Faulted hexagonal dislocation loop 
Figure 5 shows the corrected displacement field (Figure 5(a)) and the (200) diffracted intensities (figures 
5(b) and 5(c)) for a single loop having the same geometry as figure 3, but with ; = ]p 
2^11 which 
corresponds to a stacking fault in the loop plane. The displacement field is nearly the same as in figure 
2b with a 2/3 scale factor. As a result, the displacement shift in direction x at the loop plane is no longer 
a crystal lattice translation vector, the G.b scalar product is 2/3, and there is a step in the phase. The 
Fourier transform of the faulted surface is a line along the 
111 direction, and as the Fourier transform 
of a Heaviside step function is q-1, we may expect a streak along 
111 with an intensity varying as q-2. 
This is indeed observed in figure 5(b). 
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Figure 4: 2D plots of the diffracted intensities for a single hexagonal dislocation loop deduced from the 
displacement field computed with the classical operator (0), the discrete operator (1), and after correction (2). 
The intensities are plotted in the 01^1 plane (Figs. a0, a1, a2) and the 111 plane ( Figs. b0, b1, b2).  
q$
qr 
qs 
t$ 
tr 
ts 
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Figure 5: 1 D plot of the corrected displacement field of a faulted dislocation loop (a), and 2D plots of the 
diffracted intensity. The intensities are plotted in the 01^1 plane (b) and the 111 plane (c).  
 
4.3 1D profiles  
 
The 3D intensity is now summed in the planes perpendicular to the G vector. This allows the study of 
3D data on 1D profiles. Figure 6(a) shows 1D profiles of the intensity in the case of single dislocation 
loop for which the displacement field is computed with the different methods discussed above. 
The peak shape near the top of the peaks is the same in all cases (except a bump on the left side for the 
profile computed with the classical Green operator). Their long-range behavior is however quite 
different. When the displacement field has been calculated with the usual truncated operator (black line), 
a phantom peak is observed which is due to the short period oscillations near the displacement field 
discontinuity (Figure 1a). The behavior of the peak calculated with the modified Green operator (blue 
curve) is only slightly better. When the intensity has been calculated with the sub voxel patch (red curve) 
the long-range intensity follows the expected intensity law ~uU: [29,30]. 
We now consider 64 hexagonal dislocation loops with the same (111) plane and Burgers vector 
distributed at random positions in the unit cell. The dislocation density is ~3.8 × 106: NU.  Figure 
t + 
2 
u
1/a
 
q 
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6(b) compares the 1D profiles computed for both configurations (single dislocation loop and randomly 
distributed dislocation loop).  A decrease of the maximum intensity and a broadening of the top of the 
peak are observed in the second configuration. However, the tails of the peak still follow the ~uU: law 
and their intensity has been multiplied by 64: the tail intensity is proportional to the dislocation density.    
Figure 6(c) compares the 1D profiles due to a perfect (red) and faulted (green) hexagonal dislocation 
loop. The top of the profile is thinner for the faulted loop (factor: 2/3), but the main difference is visible 
at the tail which follows a ~uU law. It may be remarked that, as in f.c.c. metals perfect dislocations 
are split into two partial dislocations (Shockley partials) linked by a stacking fault, this uU tail should 
also be visible, but with a very low intensity. 
 
 
   
                                           
 
 
Figure 6: 1D peak profiles computed for one dislocation loop using the different methods described in paragraph 
3 (a), for a single dislocation loop and a random distribution of identical dislocation loops (b), a single perfect 
and faulted dislocation loop (c). 
 
5 Concluding remarks 
 
As seen above using an FFT-based micromechanical method is a very efficient way to compute the 
displacement field within a voxelized representative volume of a material containing a single defect or 
a large number of defects, then to model the distribution of intensities near a G-vector defined in the 
reciprocal lattice. However, this method has well-known drawbacks, such as the Gibbs phenomenon and 
q t 
+ 
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the consequences of the voxelization of the microstructure, such as dangling voxels [18]. Two 
corrections are needed: a modification of elastic Green operators [20] and a correction of the 
displacement field in the vicinity of transformed voxels [21]. The forms of the found discrete Green 
operators are different from [28]. As the modification of the operators theoretically requires a 3D sum 
on the whole reciprocal space, it may be expensive in CPU time (parallel computing is needed). 
Fortunately, it needs to be computed only once for a given set of elastic constants and then it is stored 
for further computations. The final correction of the displacement field seems to give good results for 
lattice planes with low indices within the reference frame of the representative volume, but may be 
difficult to implement for plane with high indices, which will occur in the simulation of polycrystalline 
plasticity. 
The simulated peaks exhibit the main features expected from diffraction peaks from a material 
containing dislocations: a broad and asymmetric maximum (proportional to the Burgers vector of the 
dislocation loops and depending on the number and sign of the loops), a streak perpendicular to the 
dislocation loop plane, and a symmetry which reflects the shape of the loops. After summing the 
intensities in order to obtain a 1D profile which may be compared to a simple (θ, 2θ) diagram, we have 
obtained realistic shapes with tails following the expected laws: uU: for perfect dislocations (due to the 
distribution of strain near the dislocation cores), and uU for stacking faults. If we do not take into 
account the voxel with the highest intensity (which would anyway be smeared in real cases), the 
calculated diffracted intensities span six orders of magnitude: this is larger than the peak to background 
ratio of most experiments. 
Lastly, the present method seems to be well adapted to simulate the diffraction pattern of volume 
elements with a mesoscopic (micrometer) size, as the full width at half maximum of the peaks is a few 
tens of voxels and the background level is reached at a few hundred voxels from the maximum.  
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